ILCAD 2018 International Level Crossing Awareness Day
in the Czech Republic

7. 6. 2018 from 10.00 in Prague

Action theme: Simulated passenger car crash at the crossing

Drivers do not respect warning devices and signalling at railway crossings very often. We will simulate a collision and demonstrate rescue services provided by the SZDC Fire Service.

Event description:

In the attempt to cross a railway crossing by the driver of a passenger vehicle and non-observance of the triggered warning at the railway crossing, a passenger train collided.

In the road car, three passengers were injured, two seriously and one lightly.

As a result of the collision, the road vehicle was heavily damaged. That is why the passengers had to be freed from the car with relevant devices. During the intervention, one seriously injured person succumbed to his injuries.

Employee of SŽDC s. o. notified the SŽDC Fire Service operating centre in Prague. The simulation of the intervention was supplemented with comments (statistics, procedures, technique).

Moderated by Kateřina Šubová and Radek Hunal.

In the place called JPO HZS SŽDC Praha to the MU solution.

Activities of the Fire Brigade:

The HZS SŽDC Praha unit will perform at the emergency site:

- Traction line shortening
- the clearance of passengers by the technique
- Emergency first aid to the injured
- fire precautions